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Recovery criteria under the Endangered Species Act are the objective, measurable targets for determining whether the recovery of listed species
has been achieved. Existing criteria have been criticized as inconsistent and poorly supported. Recent proposals for improving those criteria have
recommended framing them around population viability analysis (PVA) and setting criteria on the basis of extinction risk thresholds. Used in
isolation, however, a PVA-centered approach is prone to limiting the scope of recovery, is too data intensive to be useful for most species, and
risks misrepresenting normative recovery thresholds as objective. We recommend a framework based on the three Rs—the ecological principles
of representation, resiliency, and redundancy—which makes use of multiple analytical approaches for setting recovery targets, including PVA
when appropriate. We argue that the three Rs framework better fulfills the ESA’s comprehensive recovery mandates for achieving geographic
representation, ecosystem conservation, and threats abatement while overcoming data and budget limitations pervasive in recovery planning
today.
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T

he fundamental purpose of the US Endangered
Species Act (ESA) is not only to prevent extinction but
also to recover species to the point that they are no longer
threatened or endangered. To achieve these purposes, the act
requires development of recovery plans “for the conservation and survival” of listed species (16 U.S.C. § 1533(f)(1)).
These plans must specify the “objective, measurable criteria”
by which it is determined that recovery has been achieved
(16 U.S.C. § 1533(f)(1)(B)). Over the past 20 years, numerous reviews have identified shortcomings in recovery criteria, showing that they often lack a clear biological rationale;
are inconsistently applied across species in ways that do not
appear to be based in biology; are not sufficiently objective
and measurable; and are set below the levels necessary for
long-term persistence, ecological viability, and evolutionary
capacity (Tear et al. 1995, Foin et al. 1998, Clark et al. 2002,
Gerber et al. 2002, Neel et al. 2012, Himes Boor 2014).
To overcome these shortcomings, recent publications
have recommended a more central use of population viability analysis (PVA) in recovery planning to provide objective, measurable recovery criteria (Doak et al. 2014, Himes
Boor 2014). PVA is a quantitative model-based approach
that uses demographic and abundance data to estimate the
probability of extinction or a related measure of population
viability such as quasiextinction (Beissinger and Westphal

1998, Morris and Doak 2002). Himes Boor (2014) recommended that PVA be used to provide the organizing framework for recovery plans. In this approach, PVA modeling
results are used to develop recovery criteria that define a
species with a chosen level of extinction risk. Moreover, the
author suggests that PVA offers the only means to develop
objective, measurable recovery criteria (Himes Boor 2014).
We agree that the failure to define and consistently
employ a clear, transparent, science-based protocol for
implementing recovery contributes to many of the problems
with recovery criteria. We disagree, however, that PVA alone
provides an adequate or practical overarching framework to
overcome current shortcomings in recovery planning. First,
a recurrent problem is the failure of criteria to fulfill the
ESA’s statutory mandates for recovery, which is not easily
cured by a PVA-centered framework. Second, because of
pervasive data limitations, PVA is too data-intensive to be
possible or reliable for many listed species. Finally, PVAderived recovery criteria are based on normative thresholds
of extinction risk and do not inherently provide more scientifically robust or transparent criteria than do other methods.
Instead, we recommend a recovery-planning framework
based on the conservation biology principles of representation, resiliency, and redundancy—the three Rs—for
reducing extinction risk and maintaining self-sustaining
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The ESA’s recovery mandates
Any framework for recovery planning must fulfill the ESA’s
statutory recovery requirements, be based on the best available science, and be legally defensible as interpreted by the
courts. The act requires the services to “conserve” threatened and endangered species and the ecosystems on which
they depend (16 U.S.C. § 1531(b)), where “conserve” is
defined as bringing to the point where the protections of the
act are no longer needed (16 U.S.C. § 1532(3)). A recovered
species is one that is no longer endangered or threatened,
meaning that it is not currently “in danger of extinction…
throughout all or a significant portion of its range” nor is it
“likely to become” so “in the foreseeable future” (16 U.S.C.
§ 1532(6) and (20)). The act also requires that threats be
eliminated or managed for a species to be considered recovered (16 U.S.C. § 1533(a)(1)). Finally, recovery plans must
contain the “objective, measurable criteria which, when
met, would result in a determination… that the species be
removed from the list”; site-specific management actions;
and time and cost estimates (16 U.S.C. § 1533(f)(1)(B)). In
summary, recovery under the ESA requires a sufficiently
low extinction risk (e.g., the species is not likely to become
in danger of extinction in the foreseeable future) over an
appropriate geographic extent (i.e., all significant portions
of range), coupled with ecosystem conservation and threats
abatement. The ESA does not define quantitative thresholds
for achieving these goals, but both the statute and courts
provide some guidance on what these components must
encompass.
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org

Geographic representation
The third in a series of federal laws designed to protect
imperiled species, the Endangered Species Act of 1973
was the first to include a geographic component to endangerment by allowing a species to be protected if it was
threatened or endangered in a “significant portion of its
range,” even if it was secure elsewhere. The 1966 and 1969
predecessors protected only species at risk of worldwide
extinction (i.e., the Endangered Species Preservation Act
of 1966, Pub. L. 89-669, and the Endangered Species
Conservation Act of 1969, Pub. L. 91-135). Congress noted
that this was “a significant shift” in how the services should
evaluate species for listing, because it allowed the protection of species that were secure in some portions of their
range but severely imperiled or extirpated elsewhere (H.R.
Rep. No. 412, 93rd Cong., 1 Sess. (1973)). Consideration of
a significant portion of a species’ range is therefore important for determining recovery. If an endangered species is
at risk throughout all or a significant portion of its range,
it follows logically that a recovered species must be secure
throughout all significant portions of its range (Vucetich
et al. 2006, Carroll et al. 2010). Although “significant portion” and “range” are not explicitly defined under the ESA,
the act’s provisions for habitat acquisition, reintroduction,
translocation, and the designation of critical habitat in
areas unoccupied at the time of listing, as well as relevant
case law (Defenders of Wildlife v. Norton, 258 F.3d 1136
(9th Cir. 2001)), indicate that Congress intended for recovery to be geographically broad in scope and to include the
species’ historic range in its consideration (Carroll et al.
2010).
The services have resisted definitions of “significant
portion of its range” that would require them to uniformly
consider the historic range in listing and recovery decisions
(USFWS and NMFS 2014). However, failure to set recovery
criteria for geographic representation in a consistent and
biologically justified way can lead to significant disparities. For example, the USFWS recently proposed to delist
the gray wolf (Canis lupus) in the lower 48 United States,
even though it occupies only 5% of its historic range (Neel
et al. 2012), but did not propose to delist the bald eagle
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) until populations were recovered in all five recovery regions that encompassed virtually
all of its historic range (USFWS 2007). Given that both of
these species were biologically viable at the global level
when they were listed in the 1970s, there are no scientific
reasons why the geographic scope of recovery varied so
greatly.
Ecosystem conservation
Congress made clear that ecosystem conservation for
listed species is fundamental: “The purposes of this Act
are to provide a means whereby the ecosystems on which
endangered species and threatened species depend may be
conserved” (16 U.S.C. § 1531(b)). Ecosystem-focused criteria are important not only for ensuring sufficient habitat
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populations (Shaffer and Stein 2000). The three Rs framework is comprehensive enough to fulfill the ESA’s recovery
requirements for geographic representation, ecosystem conservation, and threats abatement. The framework can make
use of PVA for determining recovery criteria but can also
use other analytical approaches when PVA is not appropriate, given the resource-limited, data-poor environment
typical of recovery planning. Although the existing recovery
planning guidance document (NMFS 2010), written by the
US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the National
Marine Fisheries Service (hereafter, the services) generally
recommends the use of the three Rs, it provides no instruction on how these principles should be implemented. To
realize the benefits of a three Rs approach, additional guidance to effect this approach is urgently needed.
Below, we discuss the recurrent failure of recovery criteria to fulfill the ESA’s statuatory requirements for recovery.
We first review legal and policy considerations that are often
ignored or discounted in discussions of recovery planning,
because they set the stage for comparing a PVA-centered
with a three Rs framework. We then discuss the limitations
of a PVA-centered framework for providing an overarching
framework for recovery. Finally, we present specific recommendations for developing objective, measureable criteria
from the three Rs framework that meet the ESA’s recovery
mandates.

Forum

Threats abatement
A species can only be considered recovered when the
five threat factors set forth by the ESA, including the
loss of habitat or range, exploitation, disease, inadequacy
of protective regulations, and other factors (16 U.S.C. §
1533(a)(1)) are eliminated or managed so that the species
can persist without ESA protection. Recovery criteria that
fail to address the threat factors and “measure whether
threats… have been ameliorated” have been found unlawful (Fund for Animals v. Babbitt, 903 F. Supp. 96 (D.D.C.
1995) and Defenders of Wildlife v. Babbitt, 130 F. Supp. 2d
121 (D.D.C. 2001)). As was noted in the recovery planning
guidance document (NMFS 2010), demographic recovery
alone does not indicate that a species is secure from underlying threats. Listed species can meet population-based
recovery criteria because of intensive management interventions even though major threats remain. For example,
the California least tern (Sterna antillarum browni) has
exceeded its numeric recovery goals by a factor of six, in
large part because of predator control at nest sites and
fencing to reduce human disturbance, but the root threats
remain, and populations are highly dependent on intensive
management (USFWS 2006). Likewise, Kirtland’s warbler
(Setophaga kirtlandii) has achieved population recovery
criteria through brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus ater)
control and prescribed burns to maintain jack pine habitat,
whereas most underlying threats remain (USFWS 2012a).
The USFWS has recommended downlisting for both species rather than delisting, because threat abatement has
not been realized. In contrast, the Aleutian Canada goose
(Branta canadensis leucopareia) was delisted in 2001 following the removal of nonnative foxes from its nesting islands,
protection of its wintering habitat, and hunting closures,
which removed the main threats to the species (USFWS
2001). These examples illustrate that recovery requires that
threats be abated through improved extrinsic conditions
(e.g. invasive species removed) or through the adoption
of adequate regulatory mechanisms to address human
behavior.
202 BioScience • February 2015 / Vol. 65 No. 2

The services’ recovery planning guidance
The recovery planning guidance document (NMFS 2010)
affirms the act’s broad mandate for recovery, defining it as
“the process by which listed species and their ecosystems
are restored and their future is safeguarded to the point that
protections under the ESA are no longer needed.” The guidance document (NMFS 2010) specifically directs recovery
plans to take a “comprehensive approach” to recovery that
includes threat abatement and ecosystem recovery and in
which the species’ historic and current range are considered.
It states that recovery plans must “ensure the health of its
habitat and ecosystem functions rather than the narrower
view of looking at the species only.” However, the guidance
document (NMFS 2010) only requires that recovery criteria
meet two standards: They must address the threats facing
the species, although the document provides no specific
direction on how to do so, and they must be measurable and
objective, although the document provides little clarity as
to what these terms mean. Therefore, there is clearly a need
for the services to provide more-specific guidance on how
recovery criteria should fulfill the ESA’s recovery mandates.
PVA as a framework for recovery
Himes Boor (2014) recommended that recovery criteria
be based on “population viability modeling methods that
incorporate demographics, limiting factors, threats, future
management actions, and uncertainty.” Without this, she
argued that recovery criteria “will continue to fall short of
the ESA’s objective, measurable mandate.” When PVA is
not possible because of data limitations, the structure and
data requirements of PVA should be used as the organizing
framework of the recovery plan, and recovery criteria should
be expressed in the interim as an extinction risk threshold,
whereby recovery occurs when a PVA model yields a probability of extinction less than X% over Y years (Himes Boor
2014).
We agree with Himes Boor (2014) that objective, measurable criteria should be quantitatively, temporally, spatially,
and statistically specific, with explicit scientific justification. However, we see significant limitations with the practical application of a PVA-centered framework for setting
recovery criteria that meet the ESA’s mandates. First, a
PVA-centered framework is prone to limiting the scope of
recovery, because PVA does not address key components
of recovery required under the act. PVA modeling methods
estimate the likelihood that a population or populations will
be above some minimum size at a given future time (Morris
and Doak 2002). However, the statutory language of the
ESA indicates that recovery is broader than populations
meeting minimum abundance thresholds to exceed a chosen extinction risk threshold. Rather, it requires recovered
populations to be geographically representative, ecologically functional, and evolutionary viable, for which threats
are abated so that species can persist without the provisions of the act. The most commonly implemented countbased and structured PVAs are focused on the abundance
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org
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quantity, quality, and connectivity, but also for restoring the
ecological function of species by maintaining abundance
at a level that provides a particular ecosystem function
(Soulé et al. 2005, Estes et al. 2010). If ecological function
is not considered, a species could be declared recovered
even while remaining functionally extinct. Restoring a species’ ecological role is particularly important for strongly
interactive species that are key to ecosystem structure and
function such as keystone species, foundation species,
ecosystem engineers, and top predators (Soulé et al. 2005,
Carroll et al. 2006). A recent example is the ecosystem delisting criterion for the northern sea otter (Enhydra lutris
kenyoni) in southwestern Alaska, which requires otter
abundance to reach population levels that bring about a
shift of more than half of otter habitat to a kelp-dominated
state (USFWS 2010).

Forum
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would leave the majority of listed species without concrete
recovery targets for the number, size, or distribution of
populations, no specific threat reduction targets, and no
clear way to gauge progress toward recovery. This strategy
is legally and practically problematic, because it would
allow the services to avoid substantial recovery planning
by deferring decisionmaking and target-setting based on
the promise future PVA analyses in plan revisions that
may never be undertaken. Indeed, the ESA, itself, does not
require revisions to recovery plans. Combined with minimal
annual funding allocation for most species (Schwartz 2008),
the likelihood that the services will update recovery plans
and revise placeholder viability criteria is low. Overall,
only 20% of all recovery plans have been updated (see
the supplemental material). Recent status reviews of 15
South Florida plants illustrate that “temporary” placeholder
viability-based recovery criteria are typically never refined
(see the supplemental material).
Finally, we disagree with Himes Boor (2014) that PVA
yields recovery criteria that are more scientifically robust
and transparent than “any other approaches used to set
recovery thresholds.” PVA modeling results are highly
dependent on data quality (i.e., the use of proxy data, age
and stage classes, variance estimates, the inclusion of catastrophes, differences in sampling protocol), data set length,
modeling assumptions, model structure, and validation of
results and assumptions (Beissinger and McCullough 2002).
These important methodological caveats are not always
acknowledged or transparent to those without technical
expertise, including managers implementing recovery plans,
although they can lead to different population forecasts and
management recommendations.
Moreover, targets for PVA-centered criteria are based on
an “acceptable” extinction risk threshold, and do not escape
the normative decisionmaking required of other methods of
setting thresholds. As was noted by Shaffer (1981) in his
original development of PVA, there is no exact value that
connotes viability. Although having a lower extinction risk
indicates that a species is more secure, there is no scientific basis for claiming that a 6% probability of extinction
over 100 years equates to threatened or endangered status,
whereas a 5% probability equates to viability and recovery.
Moreover, PVA may fundamentally mislead a decisionmaker regarding the true risks to a species. A use of short
time horizons in PVA may falsely inflate the perceived security of the species. For example, a 95% chance of persisting
for 100 years may suggest a sufficiently low extinction risk
to justify delisting. However, that same PVA—if run over
a longer time frame—may also demonstrate that a species
only has a 20% chance of persistence for 200 years and
only 6% chance of persistence over 300 years (Shaffer and
Samson 1985).
When the services have specified extinction risk thresholds in recovery criteria, they have used a wide spectrum of
normative thresholds. For example, the viability standard
for delisting the dwarf lake iris (Iris lacustris; less than a 5%
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and demography of single populations and fail to address
species-level recovery. Complex PVA, such as multisite or
spatially explicit PVA, have the potential to inform aspects
of geographic distribution (e.g., the number and distribution
of populations), ecosystem characteristics (e.g., patch size),
and threats management (e.g., changes in mortality sources)
needed to meet a specified extinction probability. However,
these data-intensive models do not address key facets of
recovery, such as the conservation and restoration of ecological and evolutionary processes and representation across
the historic range. As such, PVA-based criteria run the risk
of declaring the species recovered when one or a handful of
populations meet an extinction-risk threshold but encompass only a small portion of a species’ historic range and no
longer meaningfully perform their ecosystem function.
Second, data inadequacies for most listed species—
including the lack of basic abundance data required by even
the simplest count-based PVAs—limit the use and reliability
of PVA for setting recovery criteria that meet the ESA’s
recovery mandates (Beissinger and Westphal 1998, Morris
et al. 2002, Crone et al. 2011, Flather et al. 2011, Neel
et al. 2012, Zeigler et al. 2013). For example, 67%–98%
of 1174 species with recovery plans historically lack data
on population size, at listing or at plan writing (Neel et al.
2012). Time series data for abundances and stage- or agebased demographic rates are even scarcer, and when they
are available, demographic data typically come from one
or a few populations over short time frames (Crone et al.
2011, Ziegler et al. 2013). Because of these data limitations,
PVA is not feasible for most listed species. Furthermore,
even when PVA is applied, it may not provide sufficiently
precise or accurate estimates of the demographic status or
the minimum population size needed to stay above a chosen
extinction probability for even one population or a few populations (Crone et al. 2011, Zeigler et al. 2013) and would
fail to inform range-wide recovery. For example, in a recent
review, Zeigler and colleagues (2013) found that of 280
published PVAs for listed and unlisted plant species, most
were parameterized with 5 years or less of demographic data
and did not address important factors, such as stochasticity, density dependence, seed banks, vegetative reproduction dormancy, threats, or management strategies (Zeigler
et al. 2013). Because population growth rates for different
populations of the same species or for the same population
at different time periods often were significantly different,
PVA estimates from limited spatiotemporal data cannot be
generalized over a species’ range or over long time scales
in ways that inform recovery criteria (Johnson et al. 2010,
Zeigler et al. 2013).
We are particularly concerned with the recommendation by Himes Boor (2014) to express recovery criteria
for species for which PVA is not possible solely in terms
of a viability standard, with the instruction that population
and threat reduction targets needed to yield that level of
risk be specified when sufficient data have been collected.
Because of the ubiquity of data limitations, this approach
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The three Rs approach to recovery
We recommend a more holistic and comprehensive framework for recovery planning based on the conservation biology principles of representation, resiliency, and redundancy
(the three Rs) proposed by Shaffer and Stein (2000) for
lowering extinction risk and maintaining self-sustaining
populations. In essence, the three Rs require a recovered
species to be present in multiple large, resilient populations
arrayed across a range of ecological contexts. Representation
requires the protection of populations across the full range
of ecological settings of a species’ range, meeting the ESA’s
geographic representation mandate. Resiliency encompasses
population-specific attributes that increase long-term persistence in the face of disturbance. Resiliency can also
address related issues regarding threats abatement and
recovery of ecologically effective populations. Redundancy
requires establishing multiple populations in each ecological setting to spread extinction risk and to increase species’
viability. The three Rs are rooted in findings from ecological
theory and empirical studies (e.g., Diamond 1975, Ellstrand
and Elam 1993, Gaston 1994, Frankham 2005) that, all else
being equal, larger range, more populations, larger populations, larger habitat areas, sufficient gene flow, and more
intact ecosystems all lower extinction risk.
Any successful recovery planning framework must
explicitly require that recovery criteria fulfill the ESA’s
recovery mandates. In order to meet these mandates, a three
Rs framework must require that all plans include a standard
checklist of recovery criteria under each of the three Rs
that are objective and measurable, meaning quantitative
and temporally and spatially specific, and that set targets
for geographic representation, ecosystem recovery, and
threats abatement; provide a range of analytical tools for
determining the recovery targets for each criteria which can
accommodate data constraints; include an explicit justification for each criterion that explains the scientific rationale
and analytical approach for setting that target; and require
204 BioScience • February 2015 / Vol. 65 No. 2

future data collection, collection protocols, and analyses to
fill important data gaps needed to better inform recovery.
A primary advantage of a three Rs framework is that criteria can be developed using multiple analytical approaches—
including PVA—as appropriate, depending on the data
constraints for each listed species. By allowing for a range
of analytical approaches, recovery planners can set quantitative population and threat reduction criteria based on the
best-available information and can require future data collection and analyses when needed. We recognize that setting
meaningful recovery targets is challenging in a data-limited
environment. However, we argue that provisional quantitative targets, even when they are chosen on the basis of
expert opinion (e.g., Martin et al. 2012) or limited historical
information on abundance and range, better serve imperiled
species in need of immediate conservation action than the
placeholder viability standards that would predominate in a
PVA-centered approach. Provisional targets can be refined
when resources and information are available to update the
recovery plan with more data-driven analyses. We also recognize that all recovery targets, regardless of the analytical
approach, involve both normative and scientific components. The normative dimension, influenced by societal
values and risk tolerance, specifies the “acceptable” extinction risk (i.e., how much is enough to achieve recovery?),
whereas the scientific dimension informs the conservation
measures that will lower extinction risk and determines
whether a species meets that level of risk (Vucetich et al.
2006). We recommend that the rationale for each criterion
clearly distinguish between the scientific and normative
bases for those targets.
In tables 1 and 2, we recommend recovery criteria under
the three Rs framework that should be included in all
recovery plans, including examples of quantitative criteria,
analytical approaches for setting targets, and the supporting scientific frameworks. Specifically, we recommend
that representation criteria include quantitative targets for
protecting and restoring populations across the full range of
ecoregions or ecological communities of a species’ historic
range. Representation criteria should specify the percentage
of the historic and current range over which recovery will
occur and why some portions are considered “significant”
and some not. Achieving representation criteria can lower
extinction risk by protecting genetic diversity, local adaptations, and ecological interactions across the range (Carroll
et al. 2010).
Redundancy criteria should include quantitative targets
for establishing multiple populations or habitat areas in
each ecological setting. Targets for the number of populations in each ecological setting can be informed by current
and historic population distribution and by viability-based
approaches such as incidence function models and spatially
explicit metapopulation models when data are available.
Redundancy criteria can lower extinction risk by buffering populations from environmental variation, reducing
the chance of extirpation from catastrophic events and
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org
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probability of extinction in 20 years) is less precautionary
than that for the Hawaiian crow (Corvus hawaiiensis; less
than a 5% probability of extinction in 100 years), and both
are less precautionary than for the Steller’s eider (Polysticta
stelleri; less than a 1% probability of extinction in 100
years; USFWS 2002, 2009, 2012b). Downlisting criteria for
15 South Florida plants (20%–90% probability of persistence for 100 years) are particularly problematic because of
the large range of extinction risk deemed acceptable within
each species and the low probability of persistence considered acceptable (see the supplemental material). In contrast,
Shaffer (1981) “tentatively and arbitrarily” proposed a
definition of a viable population as one having a 99% probability of persisting for 1000 years. If PVA-centered criteria
are used, we support application of a more uniform, precautionary, and transparent viability standard across listed taxa,
in place of the ad hoc and relatively nonprecautionary risk
thresholds discussed above.

Forum
Table 1. Recommendations for applying the concepts of representation and redundancy to developing objective and
measurable recovery criteria.
Tenet

Recommended
measures

Example objective
and measurable
recovery criteria

Example scientific
foundation and
analytical tools

References

Representation

Represent historic
range

Percentage of historic
range over which
recovery will occur

Restore species to
a range size that
represents x% of
historic range

Abundance–distribution
relationships

Brown (1984), Gaston
(1996), Channell and
Lomolino (2000)

Representation

Represent full range
of ecological settings
across historic range

Number or percent
of ecological settings
across the historic
range over which
recovery will occur

Protect and restore at
least one population
in each ecoregion or
vegetation type across
the historic range;
protect and restore
x% of the habitat for
the species in each
ecoregion or vegetation
type across the historic
range; maintain the
elevational range
occupied by the
species

Risk spreading by
reducing covariance
among populations
in the same habitat;
inclusion of genetic
diversity in populations
locally adapted to
different environments

Pressey et al. (1981),
Neel and Cummings
(2003)

Redundancy

Protect multiple
populations

Number of populations,
occurrences, or sites
in different geographic
areas and ecological
settings

Maintain x populations
in each specified
ecological type

Abundance–distribution
relationships;
metapopulation theory

Brown (1984), Hanski
et al. (1995)

Note: The references cited in this table are available in the supplemental material.

Table 2. Recommendations for applying the concept of resiliency to developing objective and measurable recovery criteria.
Principle

Tenet

Recommended measures Example objective and
measurable recovery criteria

Example
scientific
foundation and
analytical tools

References

Resiliency

Population size:
Maintain higher
abundance

Individual abundance
within populations

Maintain a harmonic mean of x
individuals in each population for
y years

Small population
and declining
population
paradigms

Soulé (1987), Gabriel and
Burger (1992), Blackburn
and Gaston (2002),
Matthies et al. (2004)

Resiliency

Population
stability:
Maintain stable
and increasing
populations

Population stability and
growth

Maintain populations that are stable
or increasing through x years

PVA; occupancy
modeling

Shaffer (1981), Noon
et al. (2012)

Resiliency

Maintain or
restore historic
connectivity

Distribution of distances
Ensure the median distance among
among habitat patches
occupied habitat patches does not
and/or a specified
increase by more than x%; restore
effective connected area or habitat such that the connectivityconnectivity rate
corrected habitat amount is
increased by x% to reflect historic
conditions; restore a connectivity
rate of greater than x genetically
effective migrants per generation

Effects of
fragmentation and
reduced gene flow;
graph theoretic
approaches
to quantifying
connectivity;
incidence function
models; PVA

Urban and Keitt (2001),
Pascual-Hortal and
Saura (2006), Ferrari
et al. (2007), Saura and
Pascual-Hortal (2007),
Saura et al. (2011),
Carroll et al. (2013),
Neel et al. (2014)

Resiliency

Conserve
ecosystems
on which listed
species depend

Habitats of appropriate
type, size, and quality
to include necessary
ecosystem components
to support listed species

Manage x number of habitat patches Species-habitat
relationships;
to maintain or restore canopy size
niche theory
distribution such that y% of tree
canopy is in the z size class to
provide nest trees

Grinnell (1917),
Morrison et al. (2006)

Resiliency

Maintain or
restore species’
ecological roles

Measures of ecosystem
function or species
interaction

Ensure listed species is sufficiently
abundant to maintain x% of its
habitat in a kelp-dominated state

Ecologically
effective density

Soulé et al. (2005),
Estes et al. (2010)

Resiliency

Eliminate or
manage threats

Reduce or eliminate the
probability of a threat
occurring and/or reduce
the magnitude of its
effects. Ensure that
sufficient management
regime is in place to keep
threat in abatement for
foreseeable future

Reduce probability of conversion of
habitat to suburban development
by protecting x% of remaining
unprotected habitat; reduce
magnitude of invasive species
effects by removing species x from y
acres of habitat annually

Expert knowledge;
Bayesian network
modeling; multiple
competing
hypotheses; PVA

Peery et al. (2004),
Marcot et al. (2006),
Amstrup et al.
(2010), Fuentes and
Cinner (2010),
Martin et al. (2012)

Note: The references cited in this table are available in the supplemental material.
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actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase a
species’ resilience to climate change (Povilitis and Suckling
2010), even when sufficient data are not available to conduct more data-intensive, climate-based PVA (e.g., Brook
et al. 2009).
Conclusions
There are many factors that limit the fulfillment of the ESA’s
mandate for recovery, including insufficient funding, poor
enforceability, and challenges to on-the-ground implementation. In addition, a fundamental limitation continues to
be recovery criteria that are vague or too lenient to ensure
the long-term persistence of species across the landscape
(Neel et al. 2012, 2013). Although PVA may be useful as
a component of comprehensive recovery planning when
adequate data are available, we recommend against its use
as an overarching framework for developing recovery criteria. PVA is particularly suited to ranking the importance
of threats or management actions, identifying life stages
or demographic rates that may be limiting population
growth in order to target management of those stages, and
identifying gaps in data and monitoring that can be used
to improve data collection and analysis (Beissinger and
Westphal 1998, Morris et al. 2002). As a way forward, we
urge scientists and conservation practitioners to continue
to develop rigorous analytical tools, including PVA, to
support recovery criteria under a three Rs framework that
provides a practical means of addressing the ESA’s comprehensive recovery mandates given the significant data
limitations and budget constraints inherent in recovery
planning today.
Supplemental material
The supplemental material is available online at http://
bioscience.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biosci/
biu218/-/DC1.
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